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Recently there have been several theoretical and experimental studies of the prospects for magnetic
field sensors based on crystal defects, especially nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers in diamond. Such systems
could potentially be incorporated into an atomic force microscopy-like apparatus in order to map the
magnetic properties of a surface at the single spin level. In this Letter we propose an augmented sensor
consisting of an NV center for readout and an ‘‘amplifier’’ spin system that directly senses the local
magnetic field. Our calculations show that this hybrid structure has the potential to detect magnetic
moments with a sensitivity and spatial resolution far beyond that of a simple NV center, and indeed this
may be the physical limit for sensors of this class.
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A key objective for future sensor technologies is the
detection of weak magnetic fields at molecular length
scales. There are numerous potential applications in materials science, medical science and biology. An ambitious
goal would be to detect the field due to single nuclear spins,
in order to gain direct information about the structure of a
molecular complex deposited on the surface. This would
require unprecedented combination of sensitivity and
spatial resolution.
Among the most sensitive magnetic field sensing devices are Hall sensors [1], SQUID sensors [2], force sensors [3], and potentially NV centers in diamond [4–8].
Experimental work has progressed rapidly, enabling, e.g.,
real-time imaging via frequency locking [9] and nanoscale
electric field detection [10]. The sensitivity of NV-centerbased magnetometers is steadily improving [11], and a
field-gradient allows spatial resolution almost approaching
the nanometer scale for proximal spins [12]. Very recently,
the detection of spins evidently on the nanocrystal surface
has been reported [13].
In this Letter, we propose a significant improvement of
the NV center sensor by coupling it to an amplifying spin
system (see Fig. 1). We show that the improvement in
magnetic moment sensitivity can be expected to be of
about 3 orders of magnitude; indeed the augmented NV
center may have the highest in-principle performance of
any such device.
Generally, a natural limit of the sensitivity of a magnetic
field sensor is given by the smallest magnetic field bCR that
a probe spin can detect and thus resolve within time T (see
the supporting material [14]):
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
eðÞ @  þ tp
bCR ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
:
(1)
T jPrb j
Here, the sensing is performed over T=ð þ tp Þ cycles,
where each cycle consists of a sensing period  and a
0031-9007=11=107(20)=207210(5)

preparation period tp . Furthermore, ðÞ is a positive nondecreasing function describing the dephasing of the spin.
Interestingly, this limit does not depend on the actual
value of B. However, a naı̈ve intuition is that the proximity
of the probe spin and the sample will be an important
characteristic of a practicable sensor, since it determines
the strength of the measured magnetic field as well as the
sensor’s spatial resolution. To quantify this intuition, one
can ask the question: how long does it take until the sensor
spin detects the magnetic moment associated with an electron or a nuclear spin? In the following, we introduce
a
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
magnetic moment sensitivity (in units of T= Hz) as a

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Conventional sensor structures: an
NV center (red sphere) is embedded in the middle of a
diamond nanocrystal that is attached to an AFM-tip (yellow
cone). The strength of the magnetic field generated by local
spins (green spheres) can be inferred by measuring the NV
center through optical means and manipulating it with microwaves. (b) Amplified NV center sensor: the surface of the nanodiamond is decorated with an another spin system (blue sphere)
that couples to the NV center inside the diamond. This additional
spin system has an amplifying effect and enormously increases
the magnetic field sensitivity of the sensor and its spatial
resolution.
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suitable figure of merit for this question: the magnetic
moment sensitivity S of a sensor is given by the number
of protonpmagnetons
that can be resolved within the time
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
window T for a distance r between the probe spin and the
sample. The dipole field originating from a proton with
magnetic moment p at the position of the probe spin is of
0 2p
order b ¼ 4
(where 0 is the vacuum permeability),
r3
so we obtain
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
min ðbCR Þ T
S¼
:
(2)
b
We briefly introduce the NV center as a system for field
sensing before describing the inherent limitations of this
approach and presenting our proposal for improving the
characteristics of this class of device. An NV center in
diamond possesses spin 1 with the three levels j0i and
j  1i. The levels j  1i are degenerate in the absence of
an external field and shifted from j0i by a zero-fieldsplitting (ZFS) of about 2.87 GHz. For the purpose of
sensing the magnetic field, various two level manifolds
pﬃﬃﬃ
can be used,
pﬃﬃﬃ for example fj0i; j  1ig or f1= 2ðj1iþ
j  1iÞ; ð1= 2ðj1i  j  1iÞg [6].
Figure 2 shows the magnetic moment sensitivity of
various classes of sensors. Clearly, NV centers hold the
promise of a high field sensitivity combined with a fairly
small probe to sample separation. However, in order to
further improve the spatial resolution and obtain an even
better magnetic moment sensitivity [according to the definition in Eq. (2)] the NV center must be brought even
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closer to the sample. Because of the cubic dependence of
S on r even a modest reduction in the separation leads to a
large gain, and for this reason NV centers have been
embedded in smaller and smaller nanocrystals [4,5].
However, the size of the diamond crystal surrounding the
NV center cannot become arbitrarily small without severely affecting the remarkable coherence time (and thus
the sensitivity) of the NV center. In 12 C isotopically enriched bulk diamond the room temperature coherence time
can be as long as 1.8 ms [15], increasing up to 2.4 ms with
dynamic decoupling [16]. On the other hand, the best
reported coherence time for a nanodiamond with a diameter of 7 nm is reduced to 1:4 s [17]. Smaller crystals with
a diameter of only 5 nm have been studied in Ref. [18],
however the properties of enclosed NV centers are even
further degraded in this case. A miniaturization of the
crystal hence leads to a reduced field sensitivity in exchange for a smaller separation between the probe and
the sample.
We propose to overcome this trade-off situation by
bringing the NV center ‘‘effectively’’ closer to the sample
without reducing the size of the nanocrystal. This is
achieved by attaching an additional spin system on the
surface of a nanocrystal which relays the sample magnetic
field to the NV center (see Fig. 1). In the simplest implementation, a single electron spin serves as the amplifier.
There is a large set of stable S ¼ 1=2 organic radicals with
coherence times up to 200 s, which could be attached to
the nanocrystal surface [19–22]. Further improvements
may be possible by using higher spin systems, e.g., a
molecular magnet [23,24]. It may even be possible to
make use of more sensitive entangled states with suitably
engineered molecular systems [25,26].
For simplicity, we consider an S ¼ 1=2 electron spin as
the amplifier in the following. The NV center and the
amplifier spin are dipole coupled, and we assume the
vector connecting the two spins is aligned with the z
axis. Both spins experience a (known) homogeneous external magnetic field B0 ¼ ð0; 0; B0 Þ and a small magnetic
field whose z component B at the position of the amplifier
is to be measured. In comparison to the amplifier spin the
NV center experiences a weaker sample field cB where the
factor c < 1 depends on the relative separations. The
Hamiltonian thus reads
H ¼ NV ðB0 þ cBÞSNV;z þ DNV S2NV;z  A ðB0 þ BÞSA;z

FIG. 2 (color online). Performance of various state-of-the-art
and proposed magnetic field sensors (figure adapted pfrom
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ref. [33]). The plot shows magnetic sensitivity (per Hz)
(horizontal) versus a typical tip-sample separation. The data
points are reported sensitivities from experiments: force sensors
[34–36], Hall sensors [37], SQUID sensors [2,38,39], and NV
center sensors [4]. The diagonal lines sketch the boundaries for
the magnetic moment sensitivity (see Eq. (2)) required to detect
1, 103 , 106 , or 109 protons (solid black) and a Bohr magneton
(blue dash dotted) within 1 s. The potential of our proposed
preamplified NV center is illustrated by the dark green ellipse.

 dð2SNV;z SA;z  SNV;x SA;x  SNV;y SA;y Þ;

(3)

0 NV A @
where d ¼ 4
is the dipolar coupling constant; NV
3
and A are the gyromagnetic ratios of the spins,  is the
distance between the NV center and the amplifier spin, and
DNV denotes the NV center’s ZFS constant. Our protocol
assumes that the influence of cB on the NV center is much
smaller than its coupling to the amplifier spin; this will
certainly be justified if the amplifier is an electron spin and
the sample field is due to nuclear spins. In addition we
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assume that flip-flops between the spins are heavily suppressed and can be neglected, for example, because DNV
represents the largest energy in the system, yielding the
following effective Hamiltonian
H  NV B0 SNV;z þ DNV S2NV;z
 A ðB0 þ BÞSA;z  2dSNV;z SA;z ;

(4)

whose level structure is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.
The field sensing protocol now proceeds as follows.
Initially, the system starts in a completely mixed spin state,
1
6 16 , so that it needs to be polarized with laser and microwave pulses. As a first step we polarize the NV center by
illuminating it with green light, after about 1 s the NV
center will have relaxed to the state j0i with high probability [6], leaving the combined system in the state j0i 
h0j  12 12 . Next, we apply a selective microwave  pulse
on the transition j0ij #i $ j1ij #i. For a distance  ¼
10 nm between the NV center and the amplifier, this
transition is split from the neighboring j0ij "i $ j1ij "i
 gNV gA 2B
transition by 2d ¼ 2 0 4
 0:65 Mrad=s (i.e.
3@
104 kHz). A highly selective  pulse is beneficial for the
presently discussed protocol. For this reason we now establish the conditions under which imperfections in the
pulse selectivity can be considered negligible. Assuming
Lorentzian line broadening of both transitions with a
FWHM of 2=T2;NV (T2;NV is the coherence time of the
NV center), a detailed analysis [14] shows that a linewidth
overlap of up to 10% meets this requirement and translates
into T2;NV > 10 s. The product of pulse duration and
frequency passband T  ! is typically between 2 and 5
[27]. Taking T ¼ 4=! and allowing the passband to
overlap with the area of unwanted transition’s Lorentzian
by at most 5% (allowing us to neglect imperfect pulse
4
selectivity), we thus obtain  ¼ 2ð2dcotð0:05Þ=T
for
2;NV Þ

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Level structure of an NV center. The
ground state is a spin triplet with zero field splitting and the
excited state has a manifold of levels. Following excitation with
green light the dominant decay is spin preserving. However, spin
is not always conserved due to an additional decay path to j0i via
a metastable state, so that continuous excitation eventually
results in a polarised state. (b) Eigenspectrum of H for an
amplifier spin 12 system.
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the duration of the desired selective  pulse (reducing to
  1=d in the limit of long T2;NV ).
Finally, the state of the NV center is measured. There are
several ways of performing this measurement. At low
temperature the j0i state can be resonantly excited, and
hence a single shot readout is possible [28]. However, at
room temperature the excitation with a laser can only be
done nonresonantly, and therefore the entire triplet ground
state is always excited at once. In this case the NV center
exhibits spin-dependent photoluminescence, before ultimately being pumped into the j0i state. For the foreseeable
future, experiments will only detect a tiny fraction of the
emitted photons [6]. Therefore many repetitions may be
necessary for conclusive measurements. As each readout
cycle pumps the NV center spin into the j0i state we either
continuously reiterate the selective  pulse described
above after each measurement or employ a nearby nuclear
spin analogously to Ref. [29]. In the supplementary material we analyze all three readout possibilities [14] and find
similar results in all cases. In this Letter we present the case
where the NV center is readout nonresonantly and the
selective  pulse is repeatedly applied after each measurement cycle. This leaves the system in one of the welldefined states j0ij #i or j0ij "i.
Without loss of generality we assume the system is in the
state j0ij #i, ready for the magnetic field estimation through
several repetitions of the following sensing cycle:
pﬃﬃﬃ A microwave 2 pulse creates the superposition 1= 2ðj0 #iþ
j0 "iÞ. It is safe to assume that the amplifier spin can be
rotated fast and with high fidelity as long as the unknown
field corresponds to the smallest energy scale of the system, as can be accomplished with a modest external field.
After a sensing time , the amplifier spin acquires a relative
phase proportional to B. The phase is first mapped onto a
population difference between j0 #i and j0 "i with another 2
pulse, and then entangled with the NV center spin state
with a selective  pulse in the same way as in the initialisation process. The NV center spin state is now read out
(also initializing it for the next sensing cycle).
Having described the protocol, we now benchmark the
sensitivity improvement of the amplified system over a
conventional single NV center sensor. Obviously, the performance of both sensors depends on the decoherence
model, which we assume to be fully characterized by
ðtÞ. Different forms of ðtÞ occur corresponding to different predominant dephasing mechanisms, however, typically ðtÞ can be written as ðt=T2 Þn for n ¼ 1, 2, or 3 [6,17].
For our comparison, we consider the levels j0i and j1i
of an NV center in the middle of a nanocrystal with
radius 10 nm and a control and measurement duration of
tp;NV  1 s per cycle. In contrast, using the electron spin
on the surface of the augmented sensor entails an additional control overhead of about  in each measurement
cycle, i.e., tp;A  Nðtp;NV þ  Þ, where N is the number of
cycles: N ¼ R12  which is given by the measurement
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FIG. 4 (color online). Ratio SNV =SA as a function of the
amplifier spin coherence time T2;A for T2;NV ¼ 100 s (black),
30 s (red), and 15 s (blue). This ratio gives the factor by
which the amplified sensor outperforms a conventional NV
center sensor. Here ðtÞ ¼ t=T2 , but we note that the curves
for ðtÞ ¼ ðt=T2 Þ2;3 differ approximately only by a prefactor
[14]. Other parameters: rA ¼ 1 nm, rNV ¼ 11 nm,  ¼
10 nm, tp;NV ¼ 1 s, tp;A ¼ 1=ðR2 Þðtp;NV þ  Þ, R ¼ 0:2,
 ¼ 0:05. Inset: excessive line-broadening or a significant mismatch in the coherence times prevent a sensitivity enhancement
in the red region (see text).

contrast R and the detection efficiency  [30,31]. Figure 4
shows the ratio SNV =SA with respect to the amplifier coherence time T2;A for several illustrative values of T2;NV .
The red regions of the inset show the parameter space for
which our protocol is not necessarily advantageous, either
due to excessive line-broadening preventing a highly selective  pulse on the transition j0ij #i $ j1ij #i, or because T2;NV is so much larger than T2;A that it more than
compensates the benefit of the amplifier spin. Figure 4
impressively demonstrates that the magnetic moment sensitivity can be enhanced by up to 3 orders of magnitude for
T2;NV  T2;A with realistic parameters. Further improvements may be feasible by substituting the electron spin
amplifier with a high spin system or molecular magnet.
We now turn to another important consideration: Given a
sensor that can resolve magnetic fields at the level of the
single Bohr or even nuclear magneton, its spatial resolution
is vitally important for many applications such as mapping
the constituent molecules and nuclei of complex organic
molecules. Unsurprisingly, it is highly beneficial to be able
to move very close to the sample in order to reliably
distinguish individual magnetic moments. Figure 5 shows
the z component (i.e., the measured component) of the
magnetic field for a regular array of protons at two different
heights above the surface. If the probe sample separation is
of order the distance between individual dipoles, the nuclear spins can be unambiguously resolved (given the
required field sensitivity). On the other hand, the field is
almost indistinguishable from that of a single stronger
dipole if the sensor is scanning at z ¼ 10 nm, even with
the ability to sense small magnetic fields of order 1 nT.
In summary, we have proposed a practical way of enhancing NV-center-based magnetic field sensor with a
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FIG. 5 (color online). The z component of the magnetic field
of a regular array of protons calculated in two planes z ¼ 1 nm
and z ¼ 10 nm. The 36 dipoles with the magnetic moment of a
proton are placed in the z ¼ 0 plane, pointing into the z direction
as indicated by the red arrows. The field range of the contour
plots spans 43.2 nT in the z ¼ 10 nm plane and 2:61 T for z ¼
1 nm. Individual dipoles are easily resolved at z ¼ 1 nm, but at a
distance of 10 nm their field looks similar to that of a single
stronger magnetic moment. Spatially resolving individual spins
at this distance requires a sensitivity that goes far beyond the
amount of detail reflected in this plot.

preamplifier system. Such an augmented sensor possesses
a magnetic moment sensitivity that is capable of resolving
individual protons, both in terms of their field strength as
well as spatially on an atomic scale. The sensor consists of
two essential parts: the NV center for optical readout
coupled to a spin-based system for the magnetic field
detection in close proximity to the sample. The principal
difficulties in implementing our magnetometer are similar
to those encountered in earlier NV-center-based designs:
the construction of the novel probe tip itself, ideally employing a single defect in a nanocrystal, and achieving the
required levels of optical and MW control [4–7]. In addition, our approach involves attaching an amplifier spin to
the surface of the crystal. This specific task has not been
demonstrated but it is encouraging to note that comparable
techniques involving ‘‘grabbing’’ single atoms and molecules are routinely achieved with STM probes, and more
recently even with AFM probes at room temperature [32].
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